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This paper attempts to evaluate the initial listing and long run
performance of Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) in Indian capital
market. The initial listing performance is measured by taking the
closing prices of IPOs on the first day of their listing. Whereas, the long
run performance of IPOs are measured by considering the closing
prices after one, two, three and six years respectively from the date of
listing of IPOs. A total of 80 IPOs are considered for the study from 1st
January 2011 to 31st December 2013. The objective of this paper is to
analyze the characteristics of IPO such as the number of IPOs issued
during the period, method of pricing and offer price and also to
examine the initial listing and long run performance (one, two, three
and six years from the listing day) of IPOs in Indian Capital market.
The study highlights the existence of underpricing and
outperformance of IPOs in the long run.
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Introduction
IPOs are gaining momentum globally as an important source
nationally and internationally for the companies to procure funds and
accelerate the growth of the business. On the other hand, there are
investors with intense interest in the recent times to invest their
investible resources in the IPOs with an objective for wealth creation.
Financial system acts as an intermediary in linking the investors and
issuers on one platform by providing an opportunity to raise money
and also to invest their money in the financial instruments of the capital
market. The growth of any economy depends upon strong financial
system, part of integrated economic system, creates the mechanism for
the flow of funds from surplus spending units to deficit spending units
with an objective to mobilize savings to channelize that in to an
investment activity in acceleration towards the growth of the nation. It
is crucial for the investors, issuers and market makers to understand the
dynamics of the capital market in general and also to learn the skill sets
to analyze the pricing of securities in particular for taking better
decisions related to short term and long term investment activities.
There are enormous studies related to the pricing and performance of
IPOs at the national and international level. Emeli Alm et al (2009)
highlighted underpricing and long run underperformance of IPO in
Swedish market. A few others examined the underpricing and
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underperformance in the long run (Arwah 2003, K Sasi
kumar 2015, Seema verma 2016, Sanjay Dhamija and
Ravinder kumar 2017). Whereas, Nurwati A et al (2006)
highlights that IPOs are over performed in the long run
except in few situations. Mehmet Orhan (2006) says IPOs
have shown overpricing in short run and more promising
returns in medium and long run. The results are seen to vary

temporally, spatially and geographically. It is in this
background, the study makes an attempt to analyze the
characteristics of IPOs and also evaluates the initial listing
and long run performance by computing the raw return and
market adjusted excess return of IPOs in Indian capital
market.

Review of Literature

2000-2009, covering 328 IPOs, of which, the researcher
has selected 40 initial public offerings during boom and
recession period in India. Researcher has examined the
extent of underpricing by computing first day initial returns
and also long and short run performance of initial public
offerings in mega and minor issues. The study concluded
that out of 40 IPOs around 92.5% of initial public offerings
are underpriced. The study points out that the performance
of initial public offerings in short run, weekly and monthly
returns are positively generated for mega issues ( issue size
is more than 100 crores ) whereas weekly returns are
positive and monthly returns have shown negative returns
except in the first month for minor issues (issue size is less
than 100 crores). The performance of long run initial public
offerings have shown negative returns both in mega and
minor issues except positive return in first year by mega
issues.

Emelie Alm, Elin Berglund and Andreas Falk (2009)
carried out an investigation of initial public offering in
Swedish market during the period 1998-2007 by 224 IPOs
only 58 companies (listed) are chosen for the study in
Swedish market. It was found that 51% of IPOs are
underpriced. The study also investigated whether the two
abnormalities (underpricing and underperformance of IPO
in the long run) exist in the Swedish market or not. The first
abnormality is “underpricing” which refers to the situation
where “offer price is lower than the closing price on the first
day of trading” and it is a cost for the company and the
underperformance refers to the IPOs have shown negative
return in the long run. Further, the study concluded that the
two abnormalities exist in the Swedish market.
Nurwati A, Ahmad Zaluki et al (2006) examined the long
run price performance of Initial public offerings during
1990 to 2000 in Malaysia. The Cumulative mean abnormal
return, Buy and Hold return, Wealth relative are used to
measure the performance of 454 IPOs. Researched found
from the study that the long run performance of IPOs are
over performed except when matched companies are used
as the benchmark.
AmetSeitibraimov (2012) carried his thesis with an
objective to analyse the underpricing and
underperformance of initial public offering and also to
analyse the factors influencing the performance of IPOs by
using the Market adjusted excess return and market
adjusted buy and hold returns of Russian, Ukrainian &
Kazakhstan markets during 1996-2010. The statistics used
for the study such as descriptive statistics, mean, minimum,
maximum, standard deviation and researcher has found
that their exist the anomaly underperformance of IPOs in
the countries considered for the study
Mehmet orhan (2006) has analysed in his research paper
with an objective to analyse the short run and long run
performance of 118 initial public offerings of Istanbul
stock exchange. Researcher has highlighted that the IPOs
have shown negative returns in the short run and more
promising returns in medium and long run.
Sajal Das (2013) undertook an analysis of assessing the
trend of pricing in initial public offerings during the period
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Ravichandran (2014) has made an attempt to analyse the
performance of Initial public offerings on listing day and
after market performance for short, medium and long term
period for the period 2006-2013 covering 322 IPOs in
India. The performance of IPOs as compared to both the
index - Sensex and Nifty. The work analyses the nature and
characteristics of IPOs by considering various factors like
issue size, offer price, ownership pattern, sector wise, year
wise, subscription ratio. The author has examined the
relationship between market return and return on various
Initial public offerings by calculating market adjusted
excess returns. Multi variate linear regression model is
used to examine the factors influencing the performance of
Initial public offerings in India. Author has highlighted that
out of 322 IPOs , around 68% of IPOs are underpriced and
are able to post positive returns and remaining 38% of IPOs
are overpriced.
SeshadevSahoo and PrabinaRajib (2010) evaluates the
price performance of 92 initial public offerings on listing
and the period of 36 months during the period from 20022006 in Indian capital market. The key point highlighted
that out of 92 IPOs on an average around 46.55% initial
public offerings are underpriced on the listing day
compared to the market index. The short run IPOs
performance are analysed by Market adjusted abnormal
returns and the Wealth relatives and Buy and Hold
abnormal returns are used to measure the long run
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performance of Initial public offering for 36 months.
Further researcher has also analysed the factors like
underpricing, offer size, post issue promoter holding
leverage ratio, ex-ante uncertainty, subscription rate, age
of the firm, price to book value ratio, influencing the long
run performance of initial public offering. Finally
concluded that the initial public offerings are underpriced
and underperformed is fresh evident which adds to the
existing literature.
Arwah ArjunMadan (2003) has documented his research
paper with an objective to analyses the behaviour of IPOs
in pre and post liberalisation era and also to analyse the long
run performance of IPOs and the factors (Issue price, Issue
size, Issue rating, Issued capital, Age of the company,
Foreign equity, listing delay, stock index and industry
index) influencing the returns of IPOs. The study
considered 1597 IPOs during 1989 to 1995 from Bombay
stock exchange. Out of 1597 IPOs, 1368 IPOs are
underpriced (positive returns) , 157 IPOs are overpriced
(negative returns) and 72 IPOs are fairly priced (zero
returns). Further, pointed out that the phenomenon of
underpricing unveils three characteristics such as
underpricing, hot issue phenomenon and long run
underperformance. Finally concluded that the long run
performances of IPOs are underperformed (negative
return). The factors like the issue rating, foreign equity,
stock index, industry index has shown positive significant
and the remaining variables has shown negative significant
towards the returns of initial public offerings.
ManpreetKaur et al.. (2017) has analysed the short run and
long run performance of Initial public offerings and follow
on public offerings during 2001 to 2016 from national
stock exchange. A total 375 IPOs and 9 FPOs are
considered for the study, the market adjusted abnormal
return and buy and hold abnormal return are used to
measure the short term and long term performance of Initial
public offerings and concluded that the performance of IPO
and FPO behave different compared to short term and long
term of IPOs. The IPOs and FPOs have performed better in
short run compared to long term period of time.
Kampalli Sasi kumar (2015) explores the short run and
long run performance of initial public offerings by using
Market adjusted abnormal return and Buy and hold
abnormal return of 211 IPOs during 2007-2012. The study
found that the initial public offerings are underpriced and
underperformed in the long run.
Seema Verma (2016) has made an attempt to analyse
anomalies such as underpricing in short run and long run
performance and also explores the factors impacting the
underpricing and long run performance of Initial public
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offering by considering 521 IPOs in Indian capital market
during 2006-2015. At the end researcher concluded that
there exists underpricing and underperformance of IPOs
across different periods in Indian capital market.
Sanjay Dhamija and Ravinder kumar (2017) has carried
their research paper with an objective to explore the long
run performance of Initial public offerings and also to
analyse the factors such as type of issuer, type of sale,
method of pricing, grading, premium, anchor investor,
market sentiment, market condition, auditor prestige, lead
manager prestige, oversubscription, promoter's holding,
issue size, issue age, industry influencing the long run
performance of initial public offering by carrying 377
IPOs during 2005-2015 from BSE & NSE. The
methodology used for the study to measure the
performance of short run and long run performance of IPOs
are Initial excess return and cumulative average abnormal
return, buy and hold return, wealth relative respectively.
The study concludes by highlighting that the Indian IPOs
are underpriced in short run and underperformed in long
run.
Research Gap
There is no dearth of literature on the pricing and
performance of IPOs in the international markets. Apart
from it, there are also numerous studies on the factors such
as offer price, method of pricing, issue size and listing delay
in different periods. However, the result varies from
country to country and year to year. Studies have shown
clear evidence of existence of underpricing and
underperformance of IPOs in the long run (Emeli Alm et
al.,2009, Arwah ArjunMadan 2003 and Seema Verma,
2016). There is also hand full of literature emphasizing on
the promising return of IPOs in the long run (Mehmet
orhan, 2006). Nurwati A et al (2006) observed that the long
run performances of IPOs are over performed except when
matched companies are used as the benchmark. There are
investors with intense interest in the recent times to invest
their investible resources in the public issues with an
objective for wealth creation. Question arises, being an
investor, should they invest in IPOs in the long run or not. In
this backdrop, this study is a humble attempt to evaluate the
initial listing and long run performance of IPOs by
calculating the raw return and market adjusted excess
return of IPOs for one, two, three and six years.
Objectives of the Study
To study the characteristics of IPOs during the period 2011
to 2013.
To evaluate the initial listing performance of IPOs.
To examine the overall long run performance of IPOs
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Research Methodology
Data Sources: Secondary data such as research papers,
published thesis, books are used for the study and website
of Bombay Stock Exchange is used to collect the closing
price of the stocks.
Scope and Period of Study:The period 1st January 2011 to
31st December 2013 is considered for the study. A total 94
IPOs were issued during this period, Of the 94 IPOs, 80
IPOs (39 Book Building and 41 Fixed Price) are considered
for the study owing to the non availability of data for the
remaining 14 IPOs. Since, one of the objectives of the

Calculation of Raw Return:Raw return or Initial Return
of each of the IPO is calculated by taking the difference
between the closing price on the first day of listing and the
closing price on the offer day. Further the numerator is
divided by the closing price on the offer day.
RR = (P1/ P0) – 1 …………………………………(1)
Where,
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paper is to analyse the long run performance of IPOs
(periods of one, two and six), the study period 2011 to 2013
enables to fulfill the objective.
Methodology: Calculation of Mean, Standard Deviation,
Minimum, Maximum, Raw return, Market return, Market
Adjusted Excess Return and t-test.
Mean: Mean is also known as arithmetic average and is the
most commonly used tool to measure the central tendency.
It is calculated by the sum of all the given numbers divided
by the number of observations.

RR = Raw Return or Initial return
P1 = Closing Price on the first day of trading
P0 = Offer price
Calculation of Market Return : Market Return is also
known as the Index return. Since BSE Sensex is considered
for the study, the market index return is calculated by taking
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the difference between the closing value on the first day of
Market return and the closing value of the market index on
the offer day, divided by closing value of the market index
on the offer day.
MR = (Rm1/Rm0) -1………………………………….. (2)
Where,
MR = Market Return or Index Return
Rm1 = Closing value on the first day of market return
(Sensex)

day
Calculation of Market Adjusted Excess Return: Market
Adjusted Excess Return refers to the difference between
the Raw return and the Market or Index Return.
Market Adjusted Excess Return = Equ(1) - Equ(2)
Market Adjusted Excess Return
return

= Raw return – Market

Data Analysis & Interpretation

Rm0 = Closing value of the market index on the offer

A. Characteristics of IPOs: Number of IPOs issued,
Method of Pricing, Issue size & Offer price

Analysis: Table 1 highlights the number of IPOs issued
and Amount mobilized for three years i.e., 2011, 2012 &
2013 respectively. It is evident from the table that, the year

2013 witnessed maximum number of IPOs floating in the
market, but the amount mobilized from the capital market
is less compared to IPOs issued in the year 2011 and 2012.
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Analysis: The above table 2 shows the number of IPO and
amount mobilized through Book building and Fixed
method of pricing from the primary market. Of the 80
IPOs, 39 IPOs (48.75%) are floated through Book building

method and mobilized an whooping amount of Rs. 12,458
crore (96.59%). Though 41 IPOs are promoted through
fixed price method, only 3.41% of amount is mobilized.

Analysis : It is clear from the table 3 that maximum number
of IPOs (50) have raised capital in the issue size Rs. 0-50
crore followed by the issue size Rs.50-200 crore (18) and

above Rs. 200 crore (12). 15% of the IPOs issued in the
issue size of above 200 Cr accounts to 80% (10313.63
crore) of amount mobilization.

Analysis: The IPOs issued are classified based on the offer
prices as shown in the above table 4. Of the 80 IPOs,
53.75% (40 IPOs) are offered in the range of offer price Rs.
0-50 followed by 24 and 13 IPOs in the range of Rs. 50-150

and above Rs. 150 respectively. The maximum amount
raised is Rs.8,366.56 in the range of above Rs.150.
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B. Initial Listing Performance of IPOs
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Analysis: The overall initial listing performance of IPOs
for the period of three years 2011, 2012 & 2013
respectively is displayed in table 5. The mean raw return is
in the range of -69.83% to 241.25% which is slightly less
than the market adjusted excess return. It is observed from
the table that, 49 IPOs (61.25%) have given positive returns

(underpriced IPOs) and remaining 31 IPOs are overpriced
(returns are negative). It is evident from the above table
there exist underpricing in the Indian capital market. The
mean raw return is positive, therefore the alternate
hypothesis (Ha1) stands accepted.

Analysis: From table 6, it is apparently seen that the mean
raw return for the year 2011 is -1.13. This indicates that
IPOs are overpriced. A total of 27 IPOs were issued in the

year 2011, out of which 12 IPOs (44%) shows positive
return and the rest of them report negative return.
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Analysis: The above table 7 shows the initial listing
performance of IPOs for the year 2012. The mean raw
return here is 10.49% and is in the range of -13.09% to
146.25%. The statistics shows that the raw returns are
better in comparison with the market adjusted excess

return. Whereas, the standard deviation is almost same for
both raw return and market adjusted excess return. It is also
seen that 15 IPOs (of 21 IPOs), 71.43% of IPOs are
underpriced showing the existence of underpricing in the
Indian market context.

Analysis: The initial listing performance of IPO for the
year 2013 is displayed in table 8. The mean raw return,
standard deviation, minimum and maximum values of raw
returns of IPOs are nearly same as the market adjusted

excess return of IPOs. It is clear from the table that 68.75%
of IPOs have shown positive return (underpriced) and
remaining 25% of IPOs shown negative return.
C. Long run Performance of IPOs

Table 9: Overall long run performance of IPO
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Analysis: Table 9 explicates the overall long run
performance of IPOs for one, two, three and six years
respectively from the listing date. The mean raw return
after one year from the listing day stood at 101.16% and
decreased gradually. The raw returns of IPOs are better
compared to market adjusted excess return. The market
adjusted excess return are positive for the first two years
from the listing day and are also significant in the first year
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at 1% and negative thereafter indicating the
underperformance of benchmark index. Of the 80 IPOs, 43
IPOs (53.75%) have positive return (the closing prices after
one, two, three & sixth year is greater than the closing
prices on the listing day) and remaining 37 IPOs (46.25%)
have negative return. Hence, we conclude that alternate
hypothesis (Ha2) is accepted.
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Analysis: Table 10 elucidates the long run performance of
IPOs for the year 2011. The mean raw return is negative for
the 2nd and 3rd year indicating underperformance of IPOs.
It is important to note that the raw return in 6th year is
positive and is at 49.16%. It is better than the market

adjusted excess return (-30.21%). The market adjusted
excess return of IPOs is negative for all the years from the
listing day indicating inferior performance of benchmark
index (Sensex).

Table 11: Long run Performance of IPOs issued in 2012
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*Significant at 5% level of significance
Analysis: The long run performance of IPOs for the year
2012 is shown in table 11. It is observed that IPOs have
yielded better returns than the benchmark index (Sensex)
as the mean raw return of IPOs are better than the market
adjusted excess return. The standard deviations of raw
returns are almost close to the standard deviations of

market adjusted excess return. Of the 21 IPOs, 52.38% of
IPOs generated positive return and 47.62% IPOs negative
return.

Table 12: Long run Performance of IPOs issued in 2013

Analysis : It is clear from the table 12 that the mean raw
return of IPOs fared better than the market adjusted excess
return. Of the 32 IPOs issued in 2013, 62 IPOs produced
positive return and remaining 31.25% negative.
Conclusion: This paper is an attempt to examine the initial
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listing and long run performance of 80 IPOs. The
performance of IPOs is measured through the raw return
and market adjusted excess return. Some of the noteworthy
points are the amount raised through book building is
greater than the fixed price method of raising IPOs. This
study highlights that 61.25% of IPOs yielded positive
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returns (underpriced) and 35% of IPOs yielded negative
returns (overpriced). The IPOs initial listing performance
shows the mean raw return (10.83%) to be slightly lesser
than the market adjusted excess return (11.02%). The study
also observed that the IPOs have performed better in the
first year as shown 101.16% of mean return and gradually
decreased the performance in the later years as 53.35%,
42.15% and 35.06% shown positive return performed
better than the market adjusted excess return in the long
run. The market adjusted excess return is high in the 1st
year and decreased in 2nd year and shown negative return
in 3rd& 6th year respectively that is underperformance of
benchmark index (Sensex) in the long run from the listing
day.
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